The present invention provides a method and device for scheduling data communication input ports, which comprises: monitoring a state of input ports, acquiring the information about valid input ports, dynamically allocating the buffer size for the valid input ports according to the valid input ports, calculating a time slice according to the bandwidth and priority of each valid input ports, and serving each valid input port according to the priority of the valid input ports and different time slices. With the solution of the present invention, the problems of buffer overflow and packet loss caused by the inconsistent bandwidths of the valid input ports and insufficient polling rate are eliminated, thereby improving the performance of processors.
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METHOD AND DEVICE FOR SCHEDULING DATA COMMUNICATION INPUT PORTS

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of data communications, particularly to a method and device for scheduling data communication input ports.

BACKGROUND

[0002] In the field of data communications, more and more input ports are included in communication devices along with the rapid development of data services. The bandwidths of these input ports are often different due to different demands. However, these input ports will be used by one processor simultaneously, resulting in overflow of a buffer area and data packet loss at the input port if the scheduling is improper and the input traffic of one port is larger than the polling processing capability of this port. Therefore, how to schedule the input ports and prevent the problem of overflow of the buffer area is crucial for the improvement of service quality and equipment performance.

[0003] Input ports are scheduled in the prior art by using an equal time slice polling or a polling according to priority, and in the two ways, the buffer size for each input port is predefined and unchangeable.

[0004] In the equal time slice polling, the polling time slice of each input port is equally allocated according to a predefined polling period. If the bandwidths of these ports are identical, then both the corresponding buffer sizes of these ports and the input data traffic within each polling period are identical according to the buffer size allocated in direct proportion to the bandwidth, so that the overflow of the buffer area will not occur only by setting the processing capability of the polling time slice of each port larger than the input traffic of the port. But, in the actual operation, when the bandwidth of each input port is different, the buffer size for each port, allocated according to the direct proportion to the bandwidth, is different, and then the corresponding input data traffic is different too. Because the predefined port buffer cannot be changed, once the input data traffic of one port is larger than the processing capability of the polling time slice of this port, it is possible to cause the buffer overflow and data packet loss due to the insufficient polling rate and delayed processing.

[0005] For the polling according to the priority, the service is performed based on the priority, i.e., service first for high priority and then for low priority. But, like the equal time slice polling, when the bandwidths of the input ports having the same priority are different, the problem of the buffer overflow will arise too.

[0006] Therefore, how to overcome the defects of the above-mentioned methods and the devices thereof, and prevent the buffer overflow is the problem to be solved in the actual operation.

SUMMARY

[0007] The technical problem to be solved by the present invention is to provide a method and device for scheduling data communication input ports to effectively solve the problems of buffer overflow and packet loss and to improve the performance of network processors.

[0008] To achieve the above-mentioned object, the present invention provides a device for scheduling data communication input ports, and the device comprises a resource pre-processing module, a port state monitoring module, a buffer resource allocating module, a time slice allocating module and a polling port module, wherein:

[0009] the resource preprocessing module is used for setting priority of input ports and a proportion of time slices corresponding to the priority;

[0010] the port state monitoring module is used for monitoring a state of the input ports, acquiring a list of valid input ports and bandwidths, and classifying the valid input ports based on the list of the valid input ports according to the priority set by the resource preprocessing module;

[0011] the buffer resource allocating module is used for allocating a buffer size for each valid input port according to the priority of each valid input port predefined by the resource preprocessing module and the acquired bandwidths;

[0012] the time slice allocating module is used for allocating a service time slice corresponding to each priority and each valid input port; and

[0013] the polling port module is used for polling each valid input port from high priority to low priority according to the service time slice of each valid input port.

[0014] The present invention also provides a method for scheduling data communication input ports, the method comprises: setting priority of each valid input port and time proportion corresponding to each priority, and the method further comprises:

[0015] monitoring a state of each input port, acquiring a list of valid input ports, classifying the valid input ports based on the list of the valid input ports according to the priority, and acquiring the bandwidths of the valid input ports;

[0016] allocating a buffer size for each valid input port according to the priority of each valid input port and the acquired bandwidths;

[0017] allocating a service time slice corresponding to each priority and each valid input port; and

[0018] polling each valid input port from high priority to low priority according to the service time slice of each valid input port.

[0019] In the allocation of buffer resource, the buffer sizes of the valid input ports may be allocated according to a direct proportion to the bandwidths of the valid input ports.

[0020] The allocation of the service time slice corresponding to each priority and each valid input port may comprise:

[0021] a: calculating the service time slice occupied by each valid input port in each priority according to a predefined priority time proportion; and

[0022] b: for the valid input ports having the same priority, further calculating the service time slice of each valid input port according to the bandwidth proportion of the valid input port to the total bandwidth in the priority.

[0023] The priority of each valid input port may be classified into high priority, medium priority and low priority.

[0024] The proportions of high priority, medium priority and low priority may be 50%, 40% and 10%, respectively.

[0025] The present invention is mainly to monitor the state of input ports, acquire the information about valid input ports, dynamically allocate the buffer size for the valid input ports according to the valid input ports, calculate a time slice according to the bandwidth and priority of each valid input port, and serve each valid input port according to the priority of the valid input ports and different time slices. With the
above-mentioned method, the problems of buffer overflow
and packet loss caused by the inconsistent bandwidths of
the valid input ports and insufficient polling rate are eliminated,
thereby improving the performance of processors.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026] FIG. 1 shows a structural diagram of a device for
scheduling data communication input ports according to the
present invention;

[0027] FIG. 2 shows an overall flowchart of a method for
scheduling data communication input ports according to the
present invention; and

[0028] FIG. 3 shows a flowchart of a method for scheduling
data communication input ports according to an embodiment
of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0029] The present invention will be described in detail
hereinafter with reference to the drawings.

[0030] FIG. 1 shows a structural diagram of a device for
scheduling data communication input ports according to the
present invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the device comprises
a resource preprocessing module, a port state monitoring
module, a buffer resource allocating module, a time slice allocating
module and a polling port module, wherein

[0031] the resource preprocessing module is used for
setting priority of input ports and a proportion of time slices
according to the priority;

[0032] the port state monitoring module is used for
monitoring a state of the input ports, acquiring information
about the valid input ports and bandwidths, and classifying the valid input ports based on a list of valid input ports according to the priority set by the resource preprocessing module;

[0033] the buffer resource allocating module is used for
allocating a buffer size for each valid input port according
to the priority of each valid input port predefined by
the resource preprocessing module and the acquired
bandwidths;

[0034] the time slice allocating module is used for allocating
a service time slice corresponding to each priority
and each valid input port; and

[0035] the polling port module is used for polling each
valid input port from high priority to low priority according
to the service time slice of each valid input port.

[0036] FIG. 2 shows an overall flowchart of a method for
scheduling data communication input ports according to the
present invention. With reference to FIG. 1, the method for
scheduling data communication input ports according to the
present invention mainly comprises:

[0037] step 200: resource preprocessing, wherein the
resource preprocessing module sets priority of each
input port and time proportion corresponding to each
priority;

[0038] step 201: acquisition and classification, wherein
the port state monitoring module monitors a state of each
input port, acquires a list of valid input ports, classifies
the valid input ports based on the list of the valid input ports
according to the priority, and acquires the bandwidths of the valid input ports;

[0039] step 202: allocation of buffer resource and time slice, wherein the buffer resource allocating module allocates a buffer size for each valid input port according
to the priority of each valid input port and the acquired
bandwidths, and the time slice allocating module allocates
a service time slice corresponding to each priority
and each valid input port; and

[0040] step 203: polling, wherein the polling port module
polls each valid input port from high priority to low
priority according to the final service time slice of each
valid input port.

[0041] FIG. 3 shows an exemplified flowchart of a method
for scheduling data communication input ports according to
an embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 3, the
embodiment specifically comprises the following steps:

[0042] step 300: the resource preprocessing module sets
priority of each input port and service time proportion
according to the priority, wherein it is provided that
there are 10 input ports in total, with the input ports 1 to
4, 5 to 8 and 9 to 10 of high priority, medium priority and
low priority, and the service time proportions of 30%,
40% and 50%, respectively; and the classification of the
priority and service time proportion of the priority in
other embodiments can also be predefined according to
the actual needs, not limited to the method of this
embodiment;

[0043] step 301: the port state monitoring module moni-
tors the state of the input ports and acquires a list of valid
input ports, wherein, in this embodiment, the valid input
port refers to the enabled input port, for example, if only
input ports 1, 2, 5, 7 and 9 of above 10 input ports are
enabled, the list of the valid input ports comprises #1, #2,
#5, #7 and #9;

[0044] step 302: the buffer resource allocating module
classifies the valid input ports according to the list of the
valid input ports and the priority, acquires the bandwidths
of the valid input ports, and allocates the buffer size for each valid input port based on the bandwidth of
each valid input port according to a direct proportion
to the bandwidths of the valid input ports;

[0045] in the valid input ports of step 301, this step com-
prises classification according to the priority, the list of
the valid input ports having high priority includes input
ports 1 and 2, the list of the valid input ports having medium priority includes input ports 5 and 7, and the list of the valid input port having low priority includes input
port 9; it is provided that the bandwidths of the valid
input ports acquired by searching the records about
bandwidth information in the chips are 20M, 300M, 100M,
500M and 1000M of the valid input ports #1, #2,
#5, #7 and #9, respectively; if the total buffer size is 100
bytes, the buffer size for valid input port #1 is (200/100
+100–20) bytes and the buffer sizes of the valid input
ports #2 and #7 are (200/100)*100–30 bytes according to
the calculation directly proportional to the bandwidths
of the valid input ports to allocate the buffer size; also,
the buffer sizes of valid input ports #5 and #9 are 10 bytes;
and for the invalid input ports, there is no need to allocate
buffer to most effectively utilize the buffer resource;

[0046] step 303: the time slice allocating module calcu-
lates a service time slice occupied by each valid input port
in each priority according to a predefined priority
time proportion, wherein

[0047] it is provided that each polling period is 120
clocks, the service time slices of high priority, medium
priority and low priority are 120*50%–60 clocks, 120*40%–48 clocks and 120*10%–12 clocks, respec-
tively, according to the time slice proportion corresponding to the aforementioned priority:

- Step 304: For the valid input ports having the same priority, the time slice allocating module further calculates the service time slice of each valid input port according to the bandwidth proportion of the valid input port to the total bandwidth in the priority, wherein, according to the information acquired and calculated above, it is possible to calculate the time slice proportion of each port according to the proportion of the bandwidth of each valid input port to the bandwidth sum of the valid input ports of the same priority:

  \[
  \text{valid input port 1: } \frac{200M}{(200M+300M)} = \frac{2}{5};
  \]

  \[
  \text{valid input port 2: } \frac{300M}{(200M+300M)} = \frac{3}{5};
  \]

  \[
  \text{valid input port 5: } \frac{100M}{(100M+300M)} = \frac{1}{4};
  \]

  \[
  \text{valid input port 7: } \frac{300M}{(100M+300M)} = \frac{3}{4};
  \]

  \[
  \text{valid input port 9: } \frac{1}{4} = 1;
  \]

- Step 305: The calculation method is not limited to herein, and other calculation methods can also be used as needed;

- Step 306: The time slice of each valid input port is allocated according to the proportion, and the service time slices of the valid input ports above are:

  \[
  \text{valid input port 1: } (\frac{2}{5}) \times 60 = 24 \text{ clocks};
  \]

  \[
  \text{valid input port 2: } (\frac{3}{5}) \times 60 = 36 \text{ clocks};
  \]

  \[
  \text{valid input port 5: } (\frac{1}{4}) \times 48 = 12 \text{ clocks};
  \]

  \[
  \text{valid input port 7: } (\frac{3}{4}) \times 48 = 36 \text{ clocks};
  \]

  \[
  \text{valid input port 9: } 1 \times 12 = 12 \text{ clocks};
  \]

- Step 307: It is assumed that each valid input port can process a byte per clock, each of the valid input ports #1, #2, #5, #7 and #9 can process 24, 36, 12, 36 and 12 bytes per period respectively, and larger than the input rates of the valid input ports, 20, 30, 10, 30 and 10 bytes, so the problem of buffer overflow of the valid input ports will not arise; and

- Step 308: The polling port module polls each valid input port from high priority to low priority according to the final service time slice of each valid input port.

- Step 309: From the embodiment, it can be seen that the present invention is mainly to monitor the state of input ports, acquire the information about the valid input ports, dynamically allocate the buffer size for the valid input ports according to the valid input ports, calculate a time slice according to the bandwidth and priority of each valid input port, and serve each valid input port according to the priority of the valid input ports and different time slices. With the above-mentioned method, the problems of buffer overflow and packet loss caused by the inconsistent bandwidths of the valid input ports and insufficient polling rate are eliminated, thereby improving the performance of processors.

- Step 310: The above is only the preferred embodiment of the present invention and not intended to limit the protection scope of the present invention, and any modifications, equivalent replacements, improvements and the like within the spirit and principle of the present invention shall fall within the protection scope of the present invention. What is claimed is:

1. A device for scheduling data communication input ports, comprising a resource preprocessing module, a port state monitoring module, a buffer resource allocating module, a time slice allocating module and a polling port module, wherein

   the resource preprocessing module is used for setting priority of input ports and a proportion of time slices corresponding to the priority;

   the port state monitoring module is used for monitoring a state of the input ports, acquiring a list of valid input ports and bandwidths, and classifying the valid input ports based on the list of the valid input ports according to the priority set by the resource preprocessing module;

   the buffer resource allocating module is used for allocating a buffer size for each valid input port according to the priority of each valid input port predefined by the resource preprocessing module and the acquired bandwidths;

   the time slice allocating module is used for allocating a service time slice corresponding to each priority and each valid input port; and

   the polling port module is used for polling each valid input port from high priority to low priority according to the service time slice of each valid input port.

2. A method for scheduling data communication input ports, comprising: setting priority of each valid input port and time proportion corresponding to each priority; further comprising:

   monitoring a state of each input port, acquiring a list of valid input ports, classifying the valid input ports based on the list of the valid input ports according to the priority, and acquiring the bandwidths of the valid input ports;

   allocating a buffer size for each valid input port according to the priority of each valid input port and the acquired bandwidths;

   allocating a service time slice corresponding to each priority and each valid input port; and

   polling each valid input port from high priority to low priority according to the final service time slice of each valid input port.

3. The method for scheduling data communication input ports according to claim 2, wherein in the allocation of buffer resource, the buffer sizes of the valid input ports are allocated according to a direct proportion to the bandwidths of the valid input ports.

4. The method for scheduling data communication input ports according to claim 2, wherein the allocation of the service time slice corresponding to each priority and each valid input port comprises:

   a: calculating the service time slice occupied by each valid input port in each priority according to a predefined priority time proportion; and

   b: for the valid input ports having the same priority, further calculating the service time slice of each valid input port according to the bandwidth proportion of the valid input port to the total bandwidth in the priority.

5. The method for scheduling data communication input ports according to claim 4, wherein the priority of each valid input port can be classified into high priority, medium priority and low priority.

6. The method for scheduling data communication input ports according to claim 5, wherein the proportions of high priority, medium priority and low priority are 50%, 40% and 10%, respectively.